144,000: 22 – Be a Blue-Green Holly Tree
As recommended by Lord Michael in my dream given in lesson "21 - Keep the Faith in the
Garden of Green," I've found it very helpful to use a visualization of a blue-green holly (holy)
tree. To survive, succeed in, and rise above the current challenges of transmutation from third to
fourth dimensional consciousness, we are to be a holly or holy tree
that is infused with equal parts of the colors royal blue and green.
To the right is a Nellie R. Stevens holly that grows in a pyramidal
shape. It is about 7-8 feet tall. See yourself within it, such that the
apex or top of the tree is a couple feet above your head. The
tree's branches extend about an arm's length all around you. The
trunk of the tree is your spine. The limbs and leaves come all the
way down to the ground. Think of this holy tree as representing the
Passion of the Christ, which is how it has been perceived down
through the ages, because of its thorny leaves (hence the crown of
thorns) and its red berries (thus the drops of blood that Jesus shed
during his crucifixion). Each of us is traveling through our own
unique transmutation and crucifixion (the crossing out of error) on
our way to our glorious resurrection or rebirth of our light body.
Surrounded by and imbued with the holy essence of your Christ tree of life, rise above your
physical brain or cerebrum into the apex or top section of the tree. This is the area of your lightbody brain. Imagine this region being the color royal blue, which is
the color of faith. Affirm: I have the faith of my I Am or Christ Self; by
this faith, I know the truth, reprogram any error in any throne in my
physical cerebrum, and transmute any pattern that does not radiate
the light of my beingness as a beloved, holy, harmonious,
happy child of God. From your light body brain, royal blue light
showers down into your physical brain, then cascades into each
lower chakra and physical center, organ and system. Affirm: I am
imbued with royal blue faith; I am a rock of faith; and by this faith I
am healed.
To manifest this healing, focus now on your third eye chakra and
pituitary gland. This is the primarily seat of your power of
wisdom-judgment-justice, whose color is green and which
expresses primarily via your endocrine glands. The seven major
glands are: pineal at the top center of your head; pituitary in the
center of your head; thyroid in your throat; thymus in front of
your heart; pancreas in your abdomen; testes or ovaries in your
regenerative center; and adrenal glands that sit atop your
kidneys in the low back. Starting with the pineal gland and
working downward, see each endocrine gland being lit
up with green light. Under the guidance of your I Am Self, green
light-body electricity or fourth dimensional energy flows into and
stimulates each gland, imbuing it with wisdom, good judgment
and divine justice. This brings balance and harmony, wholeness
and holiness to each gland. In time, all seven glands are aglow
with green healing light, which radiates out to all surrounding
organs, so that all parts of you are bathed in holy green energy.
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The royal blue light and the green light now blend together to form a deep aqua light, which
represents spiritual power (we'll discuss this in June). By your faith, you are healed. By your
harmonization, you fortify your faith. By having equal parts of faith and wisdom-judgment-justice,
you call forth and utilize spiritual power. This has been bequeathed to you in part by Lord
Michael, Archangel of the First Ray of Will and Power. By the faithful and wise use of this
power, you can do all things and heal all imbalances by having Spirit do these things and these
healings through you. So be it.
Each time you utilize this visualization, you may see a different shade of blue or green, and
therefore of the combination of the two colors. Trust what you receive. Work with it. Go with the
flow of it. Know that Father-Mother God, your guardian angels and your I Am Self always have
just the right color, energy and combination of frequencies to bring forth your healing and that of
others. Have Faith in this divine truth. Wisely and harmoniously anchor this in your mind, body
and soul. By your faith and wisdom, pass through your crucifixion into your resurrection and
renewal. So be it.
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